CROSSWORD
No. 16,051 Set by BRADMAN

ACROSS
1 Impasse when Don is in trouble among the workforce (5-3)
6 Test applied to personal form of music (6)
9 Periodical to take home, something attractive (6)
10 Support wicked nun full of false pride (8)
11 Barn close to river, middle of field (4)
12 I'd spend, so I could become unwell (10)
14 Bringing out attraction that gets son led astray (8)
16 Low-quality gold found by river (4)
18 Graduate and soldier, men on special quest (4)
19 Notorious harangue with signal first (8)
21 Given an agreement that's shortened (10)
22 Note by you and me provides reasons for choosing product (4)
24 Criticise blokes heard in act of deception (8)
26 They may be audible acts of wickedness, nothing being concealed (6)
27 The makings of a feast? Say no more! (6)
28 Errant man caught in police operation (8)

DOWN
2 Film actor showing vigour after short time (5)
3 Donne in translation – writing becomes dull? (11)
4 I sit with toes twisted – that produces a sort of pain (8)
5 Pioneers who could be hot and suffering (8,7)
6 Maureen, attractive girl in the latest fashion? (6)
7 Feature of Dartmoor almost rent apart (3)
8 Put on paper the fall in value of an asset (5-4)
13 Drink with harmony after work – good time (11)
15 Doctor with a trick, man proving to be very cruel (9)
17 Transfer from hospital somewhere in Hampshire (8)
20 Unacceptable person rendering song in public house (6)
23 Groom is quiet and naive, not good (5)
25 Animal eating nuts, but not the whole lot (3)

Solution 16,050
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